NATIONAL DIRECTOR Position Description
Why we are here

Key outcomes

Christian Medical Fellowship New Zealand is a network
of doctors and medical students with a passion for
serving Christ through our work in medicine. We connect
like-minded students and professionals for fellowship,
networking and mentoring purposes. We provide
resources to help Christian doctors and students grow
in their faith and practice, and speak into issues which
impact Aotearoa New Zealand Christian health
practitioners.

Why this role exists
The purpose of this role is to lead the delivery of
CMFnz’s vision and strategy, so we can grow a vibrant
community of doctors and medical students enthusiastic
about serving Christ through medicine in Aotearoa New
Zealand.

What you will do
With oversight from the CMFnz Board and support from
the National Administrator, you will lead CMFnz’s
strategy and drive its implementation, encouraging and
strengthening CMFnz regional groups. You will
proactively lead our engagement with the practical and
ethical issues of concern to Christian doctors and
medical students here in Aotearoa New Zealand. You will
grow CMFnz’s reach, influence and support base. As the
face of CMFnz, you will represent us, building
connections with parachurch, mission and medical
organisations and inspiring Christian medical students
and professionals to partner with us.

How you will do this
You will fully embrace CMFnz’s basis of belief
(www.cmf.nz/about) and bring your integrity, enthusiasm
and a desire to encourage and build others up to
everything you do. You will look to the interest of others,
displaying servant leadership like Jesus.
www.cmf.nz

admin@cmf.nz

Be active in developing a strategy along with the
CMFnz Board and drive its implementation.
Keep the Board informed regarding progress with
the strategy, risks and adverse events, and new
opportunities.
Engage, connect with and grow CMFnz’s
membership and volunteer network, communicating
CMFnz’s vision with enthusiasm and creativity,
sparking passion in CMFnz community to live
wholeheartedly for Christ through medicine.
Advocate clearly and sensitively for a Christian
response to the ethical issues facing the medical
profession in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Strengthen effective collaborative partnerships with
our key national and international partner
organisations, and build partnerships with other
parachurch, mission and medical organisations as
appropriate.
Improve the financial sustainability of CMFnz.

You bring to the role
Experience in organisational leadership.
A personal interest in the healthcare sector.
Vision and initiative.
Effective relationship-building and networking skills,
with a deep commitment to building membership and
stakeholder relationships.
Confident and clear oral and written communication
skills.
Awareness of the challenges currently faced by NZ
Christian medical practitioners.
A genuine affinity for CMFnz’s vision and mission.
Active participation in weekly Christian fellowship.

Apply
To find out more, please get in touch with David on
027 444 6368 for a confidential chat, or apply with
your CV and cover letter to admin@cmf.nz.
PO Box 9672, Newtown, Wellington 6242

